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NaMCAF

EurogridCDFGrid

CDF computing model

CDF computing model is based on

● Central farm located at Fermilab → CDFGrid

● Two access points for Grid resources:

●  NamCAF → American OSG grid

●  Eurogrid → European Lcg.  

All are based on the Central Analysis Farm (CAF).

The CAF provides  users with a uniform interface to PC farms on different Grid sites running 

different middleware and batch systems. 

The CAF software provides tools for submitting, managing and monitoring of batch jobs.    
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Eurogrid: CDF glideinWMS based portal

 In the past dedicated CNAF resources 

were accessed through CNAFCaf (Condor 

based) portal while grid ones through 

LcgCAF (gLIte based).

● Starting June 2011, both portals have 

been merged (thanks G.Compostella) into 

a single one, Eurogrid, based on 

glideinWMS.

Why?

● Manpower needs (1 portal, CDF 

responsible of FE only) 

● Simpler for users

● GlideinWMS is Condor based → easy 

to integrate with CAF code

● In Europe CDF can exploit a dedicated farm at CNAF Tier1 and 

Lcg resources in Italy, Spain, France and Germany
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Eurogrid at a glance

User's desktop

Submitter

Monitor

Mailer

Condor
(local queue)

VO Frontend

Eurogrid headnode @ CNAF

Factory @ UCSD

Grid site

Grid site

Key points:
● Job submission
● Job execution
● Authentication
● Code distribution and remote DB access
● Monitoring
● Output retrieval
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Job submission

User's 
desktop

Submitter

Monitor

Mailer

Condor

VO 
Frontend

Eurogrid headnode @ CNAF

Grid site

Grid site

Factory 
@ UCSD

CDF user on his/her desktop:
● Authentication (Kerberos)
● Job submission (Cafsubmit –portal –job options)

● Checks the sintax
● Contacts the headnode and submits the job

Submitter:
● Authentication (more details later)
● Prepares the job to be executable by Condor

● Creates class-ad containing all the 
information on the job provided by the 
user (type of job, queue, OS, etc...) 

● condor_submit job to main schedd 
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Job execution
User's 
desktop

Submitter

Monitor

Mailer

Condor

VO 
Frontend

Eurogrid headnode @ CNAF

Grid site

Grid site

Factory 
@ UCSD

Cafexe (CDF job wrapper) on the Worker node:
● Fetches job tarball from squid server 
● Runs job
● Renews regularly kerberos ticket
● When job is done, tars user files
● Rcp/fcp to user's areas
● Remove all users file and kdestroy tickets 
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Authentication

● Users send their job to Eurogrid using their kerberos ticket
● Headnode contacts the Kerberized authentication authority (KCA) : from Kerberos 
ticket to X.509 Grid-like certificate 
● Calls voms-proxy-init to setup a valid  proxy that can be used to submit to the grid 

User job submitted and executed with user credentials
During job execution the krb ticket is renewed at fixed intervals.

User's 
desktop

Submitter

Monitor

Mailer

Condor

VO 
Frontend

Eurogrid headnode @ CNAF

Grid site

Grid site

Factory 
@ UCSD

…

Kerberos

FNAL
KCA

CNAF
VOMS

Kerberos

Grid Proxy

Output storage
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DB access and code distribution
User's 
desktop

Submitter

Monitor

Mailer

Condor

VO 
Frontend

Eurogrid headnode @ CNAF

Grid site

Grid site

Factory 
@ UCSD

MC simulation jobs need 
● FNAL DB access to retrieve run conditions

Frontier
Library 

(in job tarball)
DB query
(HTTP)

Proxy Cache

FNAL Oracle
DB Server

AFS client

CDF code on
AFS server

To access DB at FNAL 
● Translate DB queries into HTTP requests using Frontier
● Use Squid proxies as caches to improve scalability and 
performance

A job may need CDF specific software
CDF software available in most of the Eurogrid sites 
through AFS. 
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Output storage

…

User's 
desktop

Submitter

Monitor

Mailer

Condor

VO 
Frontend

Eurogrid headnode @ CNAF

Grid site

Grid site

Factory 
@ UCSD

Storage @ FNAL 
/CNAF/ User desktop 

TAPE (MC or 
reprocessed 
data) 

User's job output copied to CDF storage (at FNAL or CNAF) 
using rcp/fcp with Kerberos authentication.
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Monitoring
User's 
desktop

Submitter

Monitor

Mailer

Condor

VO 
Frontend

Eurogrid headnode @ CNAF

Grid site

Grid site

Factory 
@ UCSD

Webserver

Web monitor

Command line monitor 
from user's desktop

Periodically requests info from 
monitoring daemons on 
headnode. 

It exploits glideinWMS 
virtual monitoring 
machines on the 
nodes.

User can do ps, ls, cat, 
…directly on the worker 
node.
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Web monitor
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I need CDF 
software

I need to run 
on CDF data

….

CNAF

Matching resources and users needsMatching resources and users needs

CDF software 
and DATA

CDF software 

Nor CDF software 
nor DATA 

We want job submission on 
eurogrid as much easy and 
transparent as possible for 
users.

Exploited 
● match_expressions to 
match jobs and sites 
● glideinWMS custom 
scripts to set the correct 
environment, compat libs 
and krb5 libs before running 
CafEXE on the node.
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Site Selection
Each job ClassAd (Condor submit file) defines its DESIRED_Sites (CAF: SubmitModule.py):

Executable = exe.sh
Universe = vanilla
requirements = (Memory>=200) && (OpSys == "LINUX") && ((Arch == "INTEL")||(Arch == 
"x86")||(Arch == "x86_64")||(Arch == "X86")||(Arch == "X86_64")) && 
stringListMember(GLIDEIN_Site, DESIRED_Sites)
[…]
+DESIRED_Sites="Bari,Legnaro"
Queue

Frontend configuration:
<frontend ...>
   <match match_expr='(job.has_key("DESIRED_Sites") and (glidein["attrs"]
["GLIDEIN_Site"] in job["DESIRED_Sites"].split(",")))'>
      <factory ...> 
         <match_attrs>
            <match_attr name="GLIDEIN_Site" type="string"/>
         </match_attrs>
      </factory>
      <job ...>
         <match_attrs>
            <match_attr name="DESIRED_Sites" type="string"/>
         </match_attrs>
         […]
      </job>
[…]
</frontend>

With this configuration jobs are sent only to matching sites, and glideins are sent 
only to sites listed as “desired” by jobs in the queue
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Site Configuration file
Sites are selected at submission time (SubmitModule.py) using info from this configuration 
file (/home/cdfcaf/CNAFCAF/config/glideinwms_sites.cfg)

[global_sites]
;list all sites available, meaning the sites
; considered "Production ready"
list=CNAF,Legnaro,Bari
[sam_enabled_sites]
;list sites where SAM can run
list=CNAF
[cdfsoft_enabled_sites]
;list sites that have cdfsoft
list=CNAF,Bari
;now you can list a different configuration for each group
; users submitting to those groups are automatically redirected
; to the sites you put in the list: beware that if 
; a user submits to a group and uses sam or specifies
; a list of desired sites via --site, then the sites where
; the job will be redirected will be the INTERSECTION of
; the group, sam and sites requirements
; Exeption: group=test does not do check the desired_sites
; against the list of available production sites 
[test]
; list sites you are currently testing
list=KIT,CCIN2P3
[italy]
list=CNAF,Legnaro,Bari
[MCprod]
list=Legnaro,Bari
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Site Setup with glideinWMS custom scripts
Sites are setup using glideinWMS custom scripts:
define_clibs_env.sh 
compatlibs.tgz

krb5.tgz
define_krb5.sh

setup_site.sh

publish_cdfsoft.sh

publish_os.sh

Glidein software unpacks the tgz, script sets 
the correct Library Path for the job

After the unpack, the script sets the correct 
PATH for the krb5 binaries and libraries

Sets some site specific ENV vars (i.e. CDF 
software PATH and SAM ENV vars)

If CDFSOFT PATH is accessible on the 
worker node then publish cdfsoft_installed=1 

Publish os version (SL4/SL5/UNKNOWN)

At submission time users can ask to have cdfsoft and a specific OS, then the job will 
match only the correct resources (=Worker Nodes)
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Performances

Running jobs in the last 3 months (from the web monitor)

1k

waiting jobs in the last 3 months Running jobs per site 
(yesterday)
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Performances

CNAF

Roma 1 and 2

Pisa

Padova
Legnaro

Bari

Germany
Spain,France

Glideins Running at CNAF 
in the last month 

Jobs per site
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Main problems during installation

 

None really important.

Would it be possible to add more examples and use cases to the 
documentation?

For example, the use of match_expression in the frontend 
configuration is not so clear for non-experts.
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Main problems during running

● Hit maximum number of parallel jobs on the headnode
●  Headnode reboot needed
●  Headnode RAM was not taken into account properly

➢ Would it be possible to have specific instructions to optimize the 
configuration vs headnode hw? 

● Sometimes we found difficult to understand Condor log messages
➢  Would it be possible to have a more direct link to Condor error 

messages descriptions?

● A site went bad (no cdfsoft) after condor startup → but glidein had 
published cdfsoft_installed=1 → all jobs on that node failed

➢ We will implement cron job to check periodically the health of the 
  different sites.
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Eurogrid and UCSD factory

● Response from  UCSD admins are very fast and precise, thank 
you! 

 A few requests:
● :-) Is it possible to add a link to the factory monitor from the main 
glideinWMS page?  

● It would be very useful (and less work for you) if we (VO) could 
look at some of your log files.
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Summary

● We are very happy with glideinWMS (& Condor)
● Relatively easy to install and maintain even for non-experts
● Performance in the first months are encouraging → we had really 
good feedback from users 
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BACKUP
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Example

1. The glidein software unpacks the tgz “compat_libs.tgz” and, if successfull, should set the 
variable CDFGLIDE_COMPAT_LIB_DIR and write it in the glidein_config file, that is passed 
as input to other scripts

2. After that, other files are transferred: the config file, and the cdf_compat_libs.sh script, that is 
set to executable and will be run by the glidein

3. In the script cdf_compat_libs.sh config variables are used to interact with the ENV of the job:

4. then the script creates the necessary simlynks to the unpacked libraries and sets the correct 
environment variables, writing them in the glidein_config and condor_vars file
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Executable              = stage/CafExe
Arguments               = -s 130 -job_start_section 1 -job_end_section 250 -user tonel -cdfsoft /afs/infn.it/project/cdf/cdfsoft 
-krb5cc krb5cc_tonel -infile __job_in__.tgz -inurl http://cdfheadsrv.cr.cnaf.infn.it:2080/condorcafstage -insha1 
7e266d1d7a433c9a067b2c0d76204d027aa108f4 -proxyfile proxies.cfg -proxyidx 18 -outfile rcp 
tonel@npisa30.fnal.gov:/data/npisa30/a/feirsteo/BsAna/Fit/10fbFit/coverage/OutCaf/Universes-ultimate/2D/universe-17/bs_toy-
mc-tonel-universe-17-univ-17-fit-2-D-sec-130.tgz -outfile2 fcp 
cdfdata@cdfdata01.cr.cnaf.infn.it:/storage/gpfs_cdf0/icaf/cdfdata/icaf//icaf_out_tonel_130.tgz -iomonfile .logIOfile.log  -icaf 
cdfdata01.cr.cnaf.infn.it /storage/gpfs_cdf0/icaf/tonel/scratch -mintime 300 -maxtime 165600 -submit_time 1326682582 -log 
CafExe_130.log -jobout job_130.out -joberr job_130.err -iomap iomap.txt -frontier http://squid-cdf-2.cr.cnaf.infn.it:3128   
-sam_cpp_api -callback 131.154.129.142 8125   -cafname EUROGRID -- ./run-pvalue-universes-2D-ultimate.csh 130 17 2 
Universe                = vanilla
+AccountingGroup =                                   "group_CDFgeneric.tonel"
requirements = (Memory>=200) && (Disk>=4000000) && (OpSys == "LINUX") && ((Arch == "INTEL")||(Arch == "x86")||(Arch == 
"x86_64")||(Arch == "X86")||(Arch == "X86_64"))  && stringListMember(GLIDEIN_Site, DESIRED_Sites)   && 
(TARGET.os_installed == "SL5") 
Environment             = LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/lib:/user/lib
x509userproxy   = /home/cdfcaf/CNAFCAFData/CafCondor/tickets/x509cc_tonel
Environment             = LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/lib:/usr/lib
Notification            = Never
+Owner                  = undefined

Class-ad example (I)
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Class-ad example (II)

copy_to_spool           = false
job_lease_duration      = 10000
should_transfer_files   = YES
when_to_transfer_output = ON_EXIT_OR_EVICT
transfer_Input_files    = 
/home/cdfcaf/CNAFCAFData/CafCondor/tickets/krb5cc_tonel,/home/cdfcaf/CNAFCAF/config/proxies.cfg,stage/iomap.txt,job.Cl
usterId
encrypt_input_files      = /home/cdfcaf/CNAFCAFData/CafCondor/tickets/krb5cc_tonel
on_exit_remove         = true
Log                     = job.log
Output                  = section_130.out
Error                   = section_130.err
Periodic_Remove         = (((JobStatus == 2) && ((CurrentTime - JobCurrentStartDate) >     168000)) =?= True)
+CAFPool                = "EUROGRID"
+CAFGroup =               "long"
+CAFAcctGroup =           "group_CDFgeneric"
+CAFSection             = 130
+CAFDH                  = "none"
+CAFAllowPreempt        = TRUE 
+CAFMaxTime =     166800
+DESIRED_Sites=           "CNAF,Legnaro,Bari,KIT,CCIN2P3,PIC,Pisa,Roma1,Roma2,Padova"
Queue
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